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Ed’s mother couldn’t help but ask, “A-Are these cars that incredible, Dominic?”

Dominic responded, “Of course they are. Let me put it this way: I could be
considered a well-known person who has seen the world, but I had never seen
so many luxury cars gathered together in my life. Many of these cars are the kind
that ordinary people won’t get a chance to see in their lives. I basically didn’t see
any car here that is priced lower than 2 million.”

Ed’s parents were stunned. They honestly couldn’t figure out what exactly gave
Matthew the ability to round up so many luxury cars together.

After a long silence, Ed’s father asked in a quavering voice, “Mr. Garrison,
w-would you like to help us pick the wedding cars? We really have no idea about
this kind of thing.”

Dominic nodded without refusing their request. After circling the cars several
times, he picked some cars as parts of the wedding convoy.

However, the other cars remained here instead of being driven away. According
to those who brought these cars over, they wouldn’t leave that day. The chosen
wedding cars would be used to pick up the bride on the next day’s wedding,
whereas other cars would be used to block off the roads to prevent the wedding
convoy from being affected by the traffic.

Dominic was shocked to hear these domineering words. These men really are
domineering in doing things. They’d even go so far as to block off the roads for a
wedding! But to think about it, only such a wedding is mighty and impressive
enough!



It wasn’t until that afternoon that Tiger came over with his men. As soon as he
came in, he yelled, “Julian, you really are not being a good friend. How could you
let me inspect so many goods alone? I’m so tired out.”

Tiger had wanted to come over that morning, but several batches of goods would
be arriving at the time, and either he or Julian must be there to watch over the
goods.

Since Julian would certainly have to come, Tiger was assigned to the task; he
stayed there and spent a day watching as the goods arrived.

Julian laughed. “Don’t complain to me about this. Just tell the bride and groom to
make a few more toasts to you later.”

Tiger immediately responded, “That will be great. The more toasts the bride and
groom makes, the merrier!”

Everyone burst into laughter upon hearing his words.

Now that Tiger was present, Max, Master Burch, and the rest were extremely
well-behaved.

Under Tiger’s command, everyone had had everything necessary prepared so
that they could pick up the bride the next day.

Meanwhile, back in Brandon’s place, Brandon smashed nearly all the bowls and
plates in his house to pieces after Matthew had left.

Even though he was furious, he didn’t dare to force Wendy not to marry Ed. He
had no other alternative since Matthew had something on him!

That night, a bald man entered Brandon’s house; he was none other than Mike,
Laura’s husband.



As soon as he entered the door, he immediately asked with a darkened
expression, “What the hell is going on? Who the f*ck said that I did shoddy work
and used substandard materials for the building project?”

Upon seeing Mike, Brandon felt like he had met his savior. He immediately told
Mike what had happened earlier. In particular, he exaggerated the story about
Matthew.

However, he purposely chose not to reveal Julian’s identity, for Mike might not
have the courage to give Julian a hard time if he learned that the latter was that
wealthy. The most important thing right now was to trick Mike into getting those
evidence back first.

Mike flew into a rage after listening to Brandon’s story. “Damn that son of a b*tch!
That a*shole has got some nerve. How dare he mess with me! He should go
outside and ask around about who exactly I am! F*ck! He would think that I’m
easy to pick on if I don’t teach him a lesson this time!”

Brandon was overjoyed upon hearing Mike’s curses. He said in a whisper, “Mike,
the most important thing right now is to make these people shut up and get those
evidence back. Otherwise, you’ll be in trouble if they find out that there is
something wrong with your project and stab you in the back!”

Mike nodded repeatedly. “You’re right. Okay, since they are coming tomorrow to
pick up the bride, I’ll gather up all my men and have them wait here. I’ll let that
son of a b*tch in, but not out!”


